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Abstract 

 

Highly Adaptive Terrain Rendering Using Recursive 

Tessellation 

 

We present a recursive tessellation system for rendering outdoor 

terrains. The terrain is a field with a great deal of difficulties in determining 

the quality of real-time rendering of outdoor scenes. Existing real-time 

rendering of the terrain study provides a method of using a visual method or 

using the portion of the model that has high detail. Hardware tessellation 

added to the DirectX 11 pipeline enables the application of tessellation 

schemes, which has been mostly used to model the terrain, in runtime. Since 

the hardware tessellation has a limitation on the subdivision amount, the 

tessellation has a difficulty presenting details of the terrain having large size. 

This paper presents an iterative tessellation using a stream output of DirectX 

10 for overcoming limitations with the current hardware tessellation and a 

tessellation method to operate recursively through the management of the 

buffer created by the output stream. Our approach operates basing the uniform 

tessellation in a polygon unit. In order to minimize the fraction of the invisible 

area, the complexity of the initial model is determined according to the 

distance between the camera and center of the model. The closer the length 

between the model and camera requires various steps of granularities, so we 

use higher complexity model as the initial model. The iteration number of the 
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tessellation is proportional to the display area of the smallest polygon. This 

paper aims to a micropolygon rendering and determines tessellation factors 

depending on the length of each edge of the polygon on the screen space for 

high detail representation of the terrain model. The generated stream output 

buffers are handled by each input unit model. The result of the stream output 

is stored in four divided buffers since the buffer has a limitation on size. The 

stored buffers are contolled by a graph structure having the initial input model 

for the root, and all nodes have a single child node except first node have four 

child nodes. The stored buffers via the graph are used as the input model to 

be rendered or subdivided. The limited memory is managed by removing the 

buffer considered to be hare to reuse in adjacent time. Through the use of the 

latest height map enables the continuous displacement mapping without 

popping effects. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Keywords: Terrain rendering, tessellation, stream output, displacement 

mapping, micropolygon rendering  
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Ⅰ. Introduction 

 

 

In 3D scenes, more complicated and realistic expressions are defined by 

finely detailed models organized into high density tiny polygons. Even the 

detailed models derive high fidelity rendering result; they cause GPU overload 

that due to demand unreasonable large amounts of storages and computations 

for them. Objects in an outdoor scene are asked to be more delicate than 

objects in an indoor environment. Dissimilar to the indoor objects, the objects 

in outdoor tend to be partly recognized and the entire portion of the outdoor 

objects are needed to have refinedness than the indoor objects. A terrain is an 

essential component of the outdoor surroundings but the terrain had been 

dealing with low interest. Since the terrain is extremely larger than other 

common objects, details of the terrain object tend to depart from 

considerations reducing burdens on rendering performance. Though the 

terrain object requires a vast amount of computations on rendering, it is tough 

to ignore the terrain object since domains of the terrain object on the outdoors 

is big enough. 

 

Thus, the terrain is given with some methods to get close to realism. 

Commonly, the terrain is rendered with a method that utilizes a visual illusion 

with luminosities and chroma and the method is called a bump mapping[2]. 

Another method, omit for the bump mapping, is used to render the terrain with 

visible parts of the terrain using the separated terrain object that has fine 
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details. To create the terrain object, there are many approaches to modeling 

the object with a height map, contains height values of the terrain, and the 

approaches are sorted into two types, using a regular grid [12] and using 

triangular integrated networks (TINs). Both approaches are established on a 

tessellation to subdivide input polygon into tiny polygons and many methods 

exist for the tessellation. 

 

DirectX 11 [5], published in 2009 by Microsoft, is contained a stage, 

named a tessellation stage, subdividing the input polygon in a graphics pipeline. 

Before the tessellation stage is brought out, the tessellation methods are 

difficult to carry out in real-time and an appearance of the tessellation stage 

makes feasible to realize many of them on the fly. The tessellation stage is 

located between a vertex shader and a geometry shader and composed with 

three stages that is two programmable stages and one semi-programmable 

stage. The programmable stages and semi-programmable stage are named a 

hull shader, a domain shader, and a tessellator, respectively. Processing 

orders of the stages are the hull shader, the tessellator, and the domain shader. 

 

The signification of the semi-programmable is that we can manipulate 

the amounts of tessellating on the tessellator stage through the hull shader 

using tessellation factors. The tessellator stage offers the tessellation factors 

that are composed with inner and outer tessellation factors. The arrangement 

of the tessellation factor varies according to the type of input polygons and the 

range of values of the factor is located over 1 to 64. Since the factor has 
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bounds, we can use the tessellation stage based on a diverse base. Level of 

detail (LOD)[1] means a way to serve a 3D model from several models that 

have different complexity based on a theme. Generally, the outdoor rendering 

uses LOD to enhance the rendering quality. So, the tessellation stage fits to 

the terrain rendering that requires partially enhanced model. Using the 

tessellation stage, the terrain is able to be rendered with runtime subdivision. 

The performance of the terrain rendering is able to be improved with 

assignments of the tessellation factors based on the LOD. When the input 

polygon needs more details, the LOD gives a high tessellation factor and the 

other case the LOD assigns a low tessellation factor.  

 

By using the tessellation stage, we are capable to guarantee large 

numbers of vertices that are generated by the stage. Fundamentally, the 

tessellation stage generates vertices on a plane of the input polygon and the 

degree of the model’s detail is unchanged. There are many strategies to 

manipulate the generated vertices and a displacement mapping[3] is a way to 

adjust the peak value of the vertices based on the height map. Unlike to the 

bump mapping, the displacement mapping arranges a real geometry.  

 

With the tessellation stage and the displacement mapping, more detailed 

terrain rendering results than before are possible to obtain. Hence the 

tessellation stage is able to generate limited triangles up to 6000, to obtain the 

detailed terrain rendering results the tessellation factors should be expand. 
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In this paper, we propose a tessellation method that has unlimited 

tessellation factors using a stream output. The stream output offers vertices 

from the vertex or the geometry shader without a rasterize and we are able to 

perform the tessellation stage repeatedly using it. The LOD of an initial input 

model is determined according to a distance-based LOD that is managed a 

distance from a position of a camera. The LOD decides the size of the initial 

input model and is able to take an integer number over 0 to 4. We offer 5 

models that are structured with 2, 8, 32, 128, and 512 triangles and the initial 

model of lower LOD values has more triangles. Each initial model manages the 

buffers that are occurring with the stream outputs. Due to the possibilities of 

insufficiency on buffers storage, we manage the stream output buffer with 4 

buffers. The stream output buffers are used like caches and eliminated if the 

buffers are rarely used to render. To avoid a popping effect we use a depth 

map that includes the latest depth information and by using the depth map, we 

can adjust the height value smoothly. 
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Ⅱ. Related Work 

 

 

Even the terrain accounts for a large part of the outdoor environment, 

the large size of the terrain, compared to the general model, causes a load on 

the rendering. Typically, the terrain is rendered with partial part of the terrain 

or using a visual magic. The telssellation is a technique for subdividing the 

polygon if the input scene such as a terrain requires high detail and there are 

various subdivision theories to provide the tessellation function. The 

tessellation stage in the DirectX 11 enables the realization of the tessellation 

in runtime. The user is able to adjust the number of vertices that are 

generated through the tessellation stage with the tessellation factor. Applying 

the stage along the terrain rendering modifies the degree of detail of the 

terrain at runtime. With a micropolygon rendering, highly detailed models are 

able to be obtained. 

 

1. Survey on the Terrain Rendering 

 

The terrain object is a large part of the outdoor environment and the 

biggest object we have ever met. Thus, a representation of the terrain object 

decides the realism of giving scenes and demands falls of the performance to 

earn a proper rendering quality. Hence, partial parts of the terrain model are 

usually applied to render the terrain and real-time terrain rendering is taken 

with the optical illusion with luminosities and chroma or the terrain model that 
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holds the real geometry information. An example for the former is the bump 

mapping that uses a normal map. The bump mapping is a method to represent 

a depth in space with a shady process using the normal map even if it has no 

real height value. In the latter, a method to control the real height value is 

called the displacement mapping. The displacement mapping is operated with 

the input model and the depth map, contained the depth information of the 

model. By applying the displacement mapping, the vertices of the model are 

capable to adjust to the real depth information of each vertex along the depth 

map. 

 

To obtain the detailed terrain representation, we should frequent access 

to the depth map getting plenty of the depth data and require an input model 

with a great quantity of polygons. In general, the terrain model is seemed to 

be rendered partly. So, there is something in the terrain rendering besides 

using the finely detailed input model that is devised with many polygons.  

 

Owing to the possibility of overlapping objects, rendering performance 

in indoor scenes is feasible to increase using an occlusion culling. As well as 

the outdoor rendering such as the terrain rendering can be performed well by 

applying the LOD. The LOD indicates the degree of details, and takes various 

types of LOD according to the base. There are some LODs, a distance-based 

LOD that is controlled with the distance from the camera to the object, a size-

based LOD that is managed with based on the size of the object, a density-

based LOD that is administrated with the density, and a screen-space based 
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LOD that is controlled with the position of the object on the screen space. 

 

Sometimes, the terrain rendering uses portions of the input mesh 

instead of the whole of the input mesh. A chunked LOD [11] is a method that 

utilizes a structure named a QuadTree [21]. The QuadTree is a tree structure 

that has 4 child nodes. The chunked LOD preserves Chunks that have different 

amount of details based on the LOD of the QuadTree. After store the Chunks, 

we bring the proper input Chunk based on the view-dependent LOD and each 

Chunk dissolves a quarter of their parent node. Contrary to the Chunked LOD, 

a Binary triangle tree (BinTree) has 2 child nodes. To use the BinTree, 

elements of the mesh should be isosceles triangles and the BinTree obtains 

the desired results using split and merge. 

 

There is an another access to render the terrain by using multiple grids 

and the grids have distinct LOD levels around the location of the camera. 

When the terrain rendering method includes the QuadTree, BinTree, or the 

grids, cracks and T-junctions are able to observe on a variation of the LOD.  

 

The cracks and T-junctions depreciate the realism, and then we should 

consider removals of them. Moreover the method involves a vast amount of 

computations to design the LOD systems on CPU. Levenberg [13] propose a 

method to replace the triangles composed the BinTree to aggregates triangles. 

The method is processed as the unit of aggregates triangles and it helps to 

deal with the cracks and the T-junctions. Most of these algorithms have 
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burdens on generating subdivisions to obtain the LOD system on the CPU. 

Hence our methods use the tessellation stage with the stream output and we 

are able to generate the meshes on runtime and to reuse the generated buffer. 

 

 

Fig. 1 QuadTree 

 

2. Tessellation Technique 

 

A model with a suitable number of polygons is able to represent from all 

angles so to obtain the realistic rendering results we need to increase the 

number of polygons that form the model for Photorealism. The tessellation is a 

technique subdividing the polygons and the subdivided polygons is reassigned 

based on several subdivision schemes. There are some typical subdivision 

schemes that are a PN-Triangle [15], a Phong tessellation [16], a Bézier 

curve [7], a B-spline [8], a Catmull-Clark subdivision [9] and a Loop [10]. 
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To fulfill the needs of Photorealism images, many of the trials are existed 

subdividing the polygon with software but they have a limit on performance by 

the demands of many computations. 

 

In 2001, ATI introduced Radeon 8500 with a hardware tessellation 

module that is named a TruForm [4]. The TruForm is located beyond the 

vertex shader and offers the function of the tessellation through the extension 

API of OpenGL. Microsoft announces a DirectX 10 with the geometry shader 

in 2007 and the geometry shader helps us to subdivide polygon with the GPU. 

The geometry shader is a stage that supports managing the creation and 

elimination of vertices on the GPU pipeline. If the tessellation is embodied with 

the geometry shader, the performance is limited by the vast quantity of the 

geometry shader calls that occurs each creation of the vertex. 

 

In 2009, Microsoft presents a new graphic hardware pipeline, named 

DirectX 11, which contains the tessellation stage. By the appearance of the 

tessellation stage, a function for the tessellation technique is strengthened. 

 

3. Tessellation Stage in DirectX 11 

 

The tessellation stage is organized with the hull shader, the tessellator, 

and the domain shader. Except for the tessellator, the two stages are 

programmable stages like the vertex shader, the geometry shader, and the 

pixel shader is. Along the hull shader data is offered that contained the type of 
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the tessellated domain and the amount of tessellation. Presently, the 

tessellation stage supplies the 3 types of the domain that are quads, triangles, 

and lines and the amount of tessellation also exists according to the type of 

the domain. The amount of tessellation is named a tessellation factor and the 

factor is split up into two types an inner tessellation factor and an outer 

tessellation factor. For the quad domain, the stage offers 4 outer tessellation 

factors on the edge and 2 inner tessellation factor that determine the number 

of subdivisions horizontally and vertically. The triangle domain is subdivided 

with 4 tessellation factor that contains 3 outer tessellation factors on each 

edge and one inner tessellation factor. The line domain had only the 2 outer 

tessellation factors that is one of the factors for the line density and another 

for the line detail. Since the tessellation factors assigned in the hull shader 

controls the tessellator stage how much the input polygon is divided, the 

tessellator is called the semi-programmable shader. 

 

The tessellation schemes are divided into the uniform tessellation and 

the adaptive tessellation. The uniform tessellation scheme draws a uniformly 

subdivided result and the adaptive tessellation scheme draws a dynamic 

subdivided result according to a given condition of the tessellation stage. Since 

the tessellation stage controlled by the tessellation factor and the tessellation 

stage support both types of scheme. The tessellator generates vertex values 

based on the tessellation factors that the hull shader is offered according to a 

barycentric coordinate system [6] that contained with u, v, and w values. In 

the domain shader, we generate real output vertices by combining the input 
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polygon vertices and other given information. 

 

4. Equation for Generated Polygons within Tessellation 

 

If we subdivide a model composed with triangles using the tessellation 

stage, the stage requires 4 tessellation factors to subdivide the triangle 

domain. The 3 factors of the 4 factors correspond to the subdivision amounts 

of each edge of the triangle[17]. Fig. 2 shows the factor value of the left side, 

the right side, and the bottom side of the triangle that are represented using f , 

f , and f , respectively and the remaining tessellation factor, called an inner 

tessellation factor and expressed by f , determines the fraction of the internal 

triangles. 

 

 

Fig. 2 An outer tessellation factors on triangle domain 

 

The output triangles generated by the tessellation are consisted of 

multiple rings and the number of generated rings are computed as ⌈f 2⁄ + 1⌉ 

with the f  . Among the generated rings, the outermost ring is called a 0   ring. 
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Each ring has an outer boundary and an inner boundary. Hence the generated 

rings shared the center of the initial input triangle and the rings also have 3 

edges. When the result of the tessellation stage is composed of two or more 

rings, the inner boundary of the ring located on the outside is the outer 

boundary of the ring located on the inside. So, determining the number of rings 

that are created later, it is necessary to work out the tessellation factors that 

are used inner boundary of each ring. The tessellation factor of the outer 

boundary of the ring is indicated f    and f   refers the tessellation factor of 

the inner boundary. The inner tessellation factor, f  , of the  0   ring located 

the outside is calculated as f = f − 2 using inner tessellation factor value of 

the initial input called f . All of the rings except the 0   ring are computed as 

f  = f   − 2. At this moment, the number of triangles generated in each ring is 

represented by nt and the nt is obtained as (Eq. 1) 

 

   (    ,    ) = 2 ∗ (⌈    /2⌉ + ⌈(   − 1)/2⌉).                  (1) 

 

Thus, the number of total triangles that are brought forth during the 

tessellation stage is calculated as follows (Eq. 2): 

 

  (  ,   ) +   (  ,   ) +   (  ,   ) + 3 ∗ ∑   ( ,  ) 
      .           (2) 

 

5. Terrain Rendering Using Tessellation Stage 

 

The outdoor terrain requires a large drawing scene and it is a subject 
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that many benefits are realized through the application of the tessellation 

stage. There are many approaches to draw the outdoor terrain using the 

tessellation stage. One of them is to render the terrain based on the LOD that 

has various bases such as distance-based LOD, density-based LOD, and 

screen-space based LOD. If the terrain is tessellated based on the distance-

based LOD, the near part is tessellated densely and farthest part is tessellated 

coarsely. The appearance of the tessellation stage makes possible to control 

the vertices with the displacement mapping in real-time. Wang [18] proposes 

a method to simulate a dynamic terrain using the tessellation stage with the up 

to date height map that reflect the diversity of the elevation values. 

 

Hence, the tessellation stage is capable to subdivide a single polygon up 

to 6,000, the degree of granularity that is furnished by the tessellation stage is 

not sufficient to supply the highly detailed rendering result on terrain. There 

is an attempt to express the highly realistic terrain by using a geometry map 

that preserves the features of the terrain with the limited fraction amount that 

is offered by the current tessellation stages. This method is to adjust a small 

number of created vertices using the geometry map enables a large 

representation of the silhouette of the target model. Due to the tessellation 

stage has a fractionation limit, when the camera is zoomed in the restriction 

that the detail loss of the mesh is witnessed. Our approach proposes the more 

subdivisible tessellation stage than the current tessellation stage offered to 

obtain the Photorealistic rendering result on all sides. 
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Fig. 3 A common pipeline to render the terrain using the tessellation stage 

 

6. Micropolygon Rendering 

 

A micropolygon is a concept that is presented for the first time in Reyes 

architecture [14] and means an extremely tiny polygon smaller than a pixel. 

The Reyes architecture prints primitives to the rectangular grid form and the 

primitives have very small size with four sides. The grid is an array to 

express the micropolygon on 2 dimensions. The micropolygon having sizes 

smaller than one pixel enables highly realistic displacement mapping. The 

Reyes architecture, software architecture of 3D computer graphics, helps to 

obtain a photo realistic rendering. A split and a dice method, described in Fig.4, 

are used to subdivide the geometry of the input model into the micropolygons. 

The split is an operation for converting the primitives of the model into one or 

more new one geometry primitives. Through the dice operation, the primitives 

have at least one pixel size by converting the primitives onto a grid of the 

micropolygon. Our method aims to provide a fine-grained tessellation that 

subdivides to the tiny polygons on the screen by borrowing the concept of the 
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Reyes architecture. 

 

 

Fig. 4 A split and dice process of the Reyes architecture 
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Ⅲ. Algorithm 

 

 

If a model accounting for a very small region of the screen space, it is 

not efficient to employ a bigger model as the input. A basic idea of a distance-

based LOD is to use a model that has appropriate size. By using the idea, a low 

detail model is used when the location is far from the camera and a high detail 

model is used when the location is closed. In this paper, we select an initial 

model among the five models, which have distinct levels of detail, grounded on 

the distance-based LOD. When the model is closed to the camera and the 

subsets of the model only are shown. Since the tessellation levels are 

assigned to the polygon units on the tessellation stage and our tessellation is 

worked based on a regular grid edge that subdivides the given edge equally. 

This method enables us to assign different tessellation levels for each polygon. 

  

We propose an iterative tessellation using a stream output of DirectX 10 

for free from the limitations of division on the tessellation stage. A number of 

iterations are decided by the size of the initial input model on the screen.  

 

The tessellation factor of each tessellation stage is allocated 

proportional to the length of the each edge displayed on the screen. Through 

the allocation of the tessellation factor, we are able to be close to a 

micropolygon rendering and to subdivide for the necessary region 

alternatively. 
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The repetitive tessellation using the stream output enables realistic 

terrain representation by enough subdivision. Using the hardware tessellation 

constantly on each frame causes the load on the GPU; it is required to use the 

minimum tessellations. To minimize the number of the tessellation stage, the 

management of the generated buffer is needed. We use a way that has an 

initial input model as a root and stores the results of each tessellation on four 

buffers. To use the limited buffer storage of the GPU, some of the buffers are 

removed and others are updated. 

 

When we apply a displacement mapping for each generated mesh, the 

popping effects cable to occur in the area that the details are switched. We 

use a gradual displacement mapping using a height map for the continuous 

displacement mapping. For considering the performance the height map is 

partially updated when a change of the input models is occurring. 

 

Our method is consisted of three steps. First, select the initial input 

model based on the distance-based LOD and the navigation graph using the 

initial model as a key. Then, obtain the repeated tessellation count and verify 

that whether the similar granularity model is existed or not along the 

navigation graph. If there is a similar detailed mesh to the graph, then the 

mesh is used as the input. In the absence of the similar finer mesh to the 

graph, the new mesh is produced by the mesh that has smaller numbers of 

counts than the assigned tessellation number. If the mesh is different from the 
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latest one, the height map is updated for the natural displacement mapping. 

 

1. Input Model Based on Distance-based LOD 

 

An initial input model is selected depending on a distance between 

cameras to a model like Fig. 5. A partial subdivision is available from the high 

detailed initial model and an unnecessary operation is avoided through the 

lowest detailed model when the model fills the small portion on the screen. 

The LOD for the initial model is obtained as: 

 

 ( ) =   1 −    ∗      .                       (3) 

 

The normalized distance from the center of the camera to center of the 

mode is    and the number of the LOD models is represented     . 

 

 

Fig. 5 An initial model selection by using a distance-based LOD 
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2. Iterative Tesellation 

 

A stream output is used to amend the amount of subdivision that the 

current tessellation produces. The stream output, introduced in DirectX 10, is 

a technology that stores results that a vertex shader or a geometry shader 

outputs without running through a pixel shader and a rasterization. The data 

generated by the stream output is used as input to an input assembler for 

rendering or used to as constant buffers. So, we use the stream output to 

subdivide the polygons over the amounts that are offered by the current 

tessellation. 

 

 

Fig. 6 Two pipelines generating buffers using the stream output 
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Moreover, we are able to adjust the vertices differently on each 

tessellation like Fig. 7. 

 

 

Fig.7 Multiple displacement mapping with surface normal vectors 

 

3. Iteration Numbers Based on Screen-space Size 

 

The number of iterations that operate with the stream output and the 

tessellation need to be determined. We allocate the number of iterations that is 

proportional to the square root of the area that the full model take on the 

screen space. The area is computed from the Shoelace formula, 

 

                           A =
 

 
 ∑     

      

      
  

    ,                        (4) 

 

where   ( = 1,2,3,     4) is the   coordinate of the initial input model and 

  ( = 1,2,3,     4) represents the   coordinate and both coordinates are 

located on the screen space. 

 

Since the minimum size of the polygon located in the initial model is 

different from the LOD of the model and the counts of the tessellation is 

assigned in inverse proportion to the number of squares that are comprised 
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the initial model. The number of tessellation is determined using the following 

formula. 

 

                                   =  
 

  ( )
                                (5) 

 

4. Tessellation Factor of Each Tessellation 

 

The tessellation factors of each tessellation are proportional to the 

length of each edge on the screen. We approximate the micropolygon 

rendering through the repetitive tessellation that subdivides until the result 

polygons are closed to 1 pixel size. Hence the tessellation stage enables to 

skip the polygons by setting the factor to 0. So, when the polygons are 

invisible, we skip those by setting them to 0. 
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5. Generated Buffer Management 

 

Using the repetitive tessellation on each frame causes a heavy burden 

so we need to reuse the buffers that are generated before through the stream 

output. For the efficient use of the limited space on the GPU, the generated 

buffer need to be managed. Due to the limited storage amount of buffers, we 

store the outputs of the stream output in four divided buffers as Fig. 8. The 

buffer to store generated vertices is selected based on the location of a 

triangle’s center. The buffer is used for rendering or tessellation and the 

tessellation number, called  , enables us to access to each of the buffers. 

 

 

Fig. 8 A gragh with one times tessellation 

 

The initial input model is practiced as a root of each graph and has four 
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child nodes. Buffers, which generated by the tessellation with the four child 

nodes, are managed as child nodes of the each node. 

 

 

Fig. 9 A graph with two times tessellation 

 

The resulting nodes also removed from the graph for securing the 

storage on the GPU. When the buffers have low reusability, the buffers are 

removed. In this paper, we categorize the cases to be removed with two types. 

First, if the LOD of the graph is far from the current LOD, the graph is 

removed. Others are that the times of the tessellation are large more than 2 

times greater than the current number of tessellation. Some are updated with 

the new buffers when the requested details are bigger than the current buffer 

like Fig. 10. If the equal counts of the tessellation are not existed, the 

repetitive tessellation is used to create a new buffer. When the similar or finer 

buffers are on that graph, we use them. 
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Fig. 10 An example of an update 

 

6. Displacement Mapping with Height Map 

 

Commonly, the displacement mapping uses a single height map. In this 

paper, using the common approaches occurs popping effects that are usually 

shown in the use of the LOD. To prevent the popping effect, we use the height 

map with the existing height map. We gradually change the height information 

of the target by comparing the height of the heigh map. Hence, if we modify 

the height map on each frame, it is possible to occur the load. So, we partially 

modify the height map when the meshes differ from the buffers that are used 

before. 
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Fig. 11 A given initial height map 
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Fig. 12 Results that rendered with the generated height map as a texutre 
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Ⅳ. Results 

 

 

Our method was implemented on an Intel Core i7 machine with NVIDIA 

GTX TITAN and DirectX 11. Our solution requires a set of input models 

depending on the distance based LOD. For every decrease in LOD, involving 

numbers of triangles occupied in the input models are quadrupled. A maximum 

number of the triangles that is composed the input model is 2 (      )  =

512 (    = 5). A texture and the height map are high resolution images with 

8192 ×  4096. 

  

The limitation of the hardware tessellation is represented with the 

inefficient details of in Fig. 13. Even we assigned the tessellation factor with 

the maximum value, the lack of the details can be spotted. 
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Fig. 13 An example of the tessellation 

 

Although the cameras locates too close to the model, we sure to obtain 

detailed outputs with our method like Fig.14. From the Fig. 15 we enable to 

classify the different quality of the rendering result. 
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Fig. 14 An example of our method 
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Fig. 15. Comparison the results of our method and common terrain rendering 

method with the tessellation 

 

Since our method generates vast amounts of vertices, the performance 

is poor than the result that uses the hardware tessellation only. 

 

We use two methods for the quantitative measuring of our method. The 

two methods are loading the highly finer input model and subdividing the input 

model using the tessellation on runtime. 
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Fig. 16 Rendering Results of our method 

 

The number of generated triangles is over 3,072,000 with our method. 

The number is computed by the maximum value of the tessellation factor. 

Since the number is obtained with single tessellation, the real number of the 

generated triangles is larger than the number. So, the model to compare the 

performance of our method has 4,428,327 triangles. Due to the our method is 

operated with more than two times of tessellation, the number of the triangles, 
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which are had by the model, is proper to be compared. The frame per seconds 

(fps) of the compared model is 5 and our method work with 15 fps. The 

rendering performance of our method is improved up to 300%. In Fig. 15, our 

method generates more than 614,400,000 triangles. 
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Ⅴ. Discussion and Limitations 

 

 

The use of the stream output enables us to minimize the loads of data by 

locating the generated buffer in GPU. Through the stream output, our method 

achieves better performance than the rendering performance with the input 

model that is consisted with similar amounts of triangles. 

  

In an embedded environment, the main issue of an embedded graphics is 

a lack of bandwidth. The hardware tessellation might assist to overcome the 

lack by generating the vertices using the tessellation shader. Since our 

solution requires lots of memory, our solution is hard to implement on an 

embedded environment and need to be modified. To reuse the generated 

buffer, we stored whole parts of the meshes even they are visible or not. 

Although disable to reuse the generated buffer, in an embedded environment, 

this approach would be best way to get highly detailed results. 

 

Hence we render the scene with the generated buffer, the performance 

is poor when the number of required tessellation is 1 like Fig. 17 and Fig. 18. 

So, we should blend our algorithm and basic tessellation. 
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Fig. 17. The poor rendering performance of our method when the amount of 

the recursive tessellation is equal to 1 
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Fig. 18. The finer rendering performance than our method with the tessellation 
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Ⅵ. Conclusion and Future Work 

 

 

In this paper, an recursive tessellation is proposed to render the highly 

adaptive terrain rendering. In order to overcome the limitation of the hardware 

tessellation, the stream output is used to store the generated buffer and to 

reuse the tessellated data as an input. The distance-based input model 

selection enables us to assign different tessellation factors on each polygons 

and avoiding unnecessary computations. Our method assigns the tessellation 

factor of the each tessellation based on the length of the screen space. To 

reuse the generated buffer, we manages the buffers using a graph form and to 

obtain the continuous elevation of the hight map, we generate the height map. 

  

Through our method, the details of the terrain is maintained whether the 

model is closer or far to the cameras and we obtain the better performance 

when we use the generated buffer. This approach helps to generate the Reyes 

architecture on the GPU during the runtime. 

 

In addition to the method proposed in this paper, we tried several 

approaches. Instead of giving only one child node, we allocated four child 

nodes for each tessellation. Though when the scene requires multiple buffers, 

the performance is poor by changing the buffers. We also tried to divide the 

stream output buffers into a visible part and an invisible part and the 

management of the buffers were difficult. Since the adaptive tessellation such 
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as density based tessellation outputs heavily partial subdivided results so the 

uniform tessellation, named regular grid tessellation, is selected. By avoiding 

the limitation of the buffer storage, our method enables to obtain further more 

detailed result. 
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논 요약 

 

재귀 이  이용  동  지  링 

 

균  

자 컴퓨 공 과 

이  진 

실외 지  링   재귀 이  안 다. 실외 장면  품질  

결 짓는 지  실시간 링에 많  어 움 갖는 분야  존 실시간 지  

링 연구는 높  일  갖는 모델  일부를 사용 는 방법 또는 시각  

 이용 는 방법  공 다. DirectX 11 이 라인에 추가  드웨어 

이  지  모델링에 만 주  사용 어  이  실행 시간 

용  가능 게 다. 드웨어 이  입  폴리곤 분  계를 갖고 

있  에 이  이용  지  링  지  부를 함에 어 움  

갖는다. 본 논  재 드웨어 이 이 갖는 분  계를 극복 고자 

DirectX 10  스트림 아웃풋  이용  반복 이  안 다. 또  스트림 

아웃풋  통해 생  버퍼  리를 통해 재귀  동작 는 이  공  

목  다. 본 논  폴리곤 단  니폼 게 용 는 이  

반  동작  에 에 보이지 않는 역  분 를 최소  여 

카 라  모델 심  거리에 라 초  입  모델  분  도를 결 다. 

모델과 카 라  거리가 가 울 , 여러 개  폴리곤  구  모델  초  

입  사용 다. 이는 카 라  거리가 가 운 폴리곤에 높  분 를 

용 고 리  폴리곤  낮  분 를 용 여 거리별 이  용  

초  이 부  가능 게 다. 이  반복 횟 는 가장 작  
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폴리곤이 면 공간 상에  차지 는 역  곱근에 게 당 다. 본 

논  마이크 폴리곤 링  지향 며, 이에 각 이  단계  이  

도는 각 엣지  면 공간 상에  이에 라 결 다. 스트림 아웃풋  통해 

생  버퍼들  각 입  모델 단  리 다. 버퍼가 갖는 장 공간  계  

인 여 출  결과는 4개  버퍼에 나  장 다. 장  버퍼는 초  입  모델  

루트  갖는 그래  태  리 며, 루트 노드는 4개  자식 노드를 갖고 그 

외  모든 노드는  개  자식 노드를 갖는다. 헨 링 시 입  버퍼  잦  

변경  발생 는 부 를 이 해  개  버퍼  나 어 장 다. 그래 를 

통해 장  버퍼는 새 운 이  입  사용 거나 링 는 입  

모델  사용 다. 인  시간 내에 재사용이 어 울 것  단 는 버퍼는 

거 어 인 모리 리를 가능 게 다. 또  본 논 에 는 가장 최근 

사용  모델  높이 맵 이용  통해 이  임과 연속  갖고 이 없는 

변  매 이 가능 게 다. 
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